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1. Welcome to Honors English I.  For your summer reading assignment this year, you will be reading
and responding to guided reading questions on The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros
and Tuesdays with Morrie by Mitch Albom. Type your analytical responses to the guided reading
questions on a Google doc (the responses for each book should be a separate doc); paper copies will
need to be turned in when the assignments are due.  Be sure to have textual evidence (i.e. specific
quotes AND page numbers) for each question along with your own analysis.

2. At the start of the school year we will be discussing these texts, and a major assignment will be
given based on each of these literary works during the first term. Failure to read and complete
the above assignment will have a major impact on your 1st term grade. Successful completion
of this assignment will ensure that you begin the year on a positive note.  The rubric for these
responses is attached.

Assignment #1 (you MUST read the additional handouts on The House
on Mango Street at the end of this document before you read this book)

The House on Mango Street (fiction selection)
- Guided reading questions are due on the first day of school--Quiz grade

- We will spend approximately 3 weeks on this unit

Guided reading questions for The House on Mango Street: As you read, pay careful attention to the
following questions.  Be sure to support your answers with evidence from the book, citing specific
textual examples and page numbers. Don’t simply give me plot summaries in these responses - I
already know what happens in the book.  ANALYZE and use relevant textual evidence to prove your
points.  Each response must be limited to one typed page (I actually prefer ½ page typed per answer).

1. Themes:  What  are TWO overall messages about life that Cisneros is trying to get across in
this novella? Put these themes in sentence form (Cisneros is trying to teach readers that…) and
explain how the themes are shown in the book.

2. Figurative language:  Find TWO KEY examples of figurative language that Cisneros uses
(simile, metaphor, personification, etc.). Cite the exact line(s) and explain why these examples
of figurative language are so powerful.  Do these examples represent the author’s tone?  a
conflict? the author’s purpose?

3. Coming of age/characterization: How does the author emphasize/show Esperanza’s growth
and/or how she is coming of age?  How is her quest for self-identity shown? Cite evidence
from the text in your response.



Assignment #2
Tuesdays With Morrie by Mitch Albom (nonfiction selection)
- Guided reading questions due in early September (exact date tbd)—Quiz grade.

- We will cover this book after we finish The House on Mango Street.

Guided reading questions for Tuesdays with Morrie: As you read, pay careful attention to the
following questions.  Be sure to support your answers with evidence from the book, citing specific
textual examples and page numbers. Don’t simply give me plot summaries in these responses - I
already know what happens in the book.  ANALYZE and use relevant textual evidence to prove your
points.  Each response must be limited to one typed page (I actually prefer ½ page typed per answer).

1. Themes:  What are TWO important life lessons (themes) that Morrie teaches?  (Focus on
what he teaches Mitch about living, not necessarily dying.)  Cite specific textual examples.

2. Characterization: Trace Mitch’s character throughout the novel. Does he change?  If so,
what causes this change?  Cite specific textual examples that signify this change.

3. Connections: Make connections between the themes in Tuesdays with Morrie and The
House on Mango Street.  How do the authors convey similar messages?  What are these
messages?

RUBRIC USED TO ASSESS GUIDED READING QUESTIONS

3. EXEMPLARY
The student writes meaningful responses by selecting relevant textual evidence that is thoroughly
explained. The responses demonstrate critical analysis with no plot summary.

2. PROFICIENT
The student writes responses that are relevant and acceptable. The responses are not as thorough as
exemplary responses are and may be based more on plot summary or general/surface analysis than
critical analysis.

1. NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
The student demonstrates little evidence of active reading or critical analysis. Responses are primarily
plot summary instead of analysis.

0. UNSATISFACTORY
The student does not complete the assignment.



Honors English I
The House on Mango Street notes and explanation

Hello!  One of your summer reading books is The House on Mango Street, a novel that is unlike
anything you’ve probably read before; it is comprised of short vignettes that tell the story of a young
Mexican American girl coming of age in Chicago in the 1970’s-1980’s.

For this novel, you will be reading and annotating independently.  Please do the following before you
read the book:

1.  Read “A Reading about The House on Mango Street” for some background on the book.  It’s
interesting and humorous and written by another teacher for his classes.

2.  Read “Prose vs. Poetry and Prose Poetry/Vignettes.”  These notes are important because
they will explain to you the difference between prose (the type of writing we see most of the
time), poetry, and prose poetry.  It’s important to know that this novella is written using prose
poetry, something you may not have read before.  In order to understand Cisneros’ themes and
ideas, you need to know what prose poetry is.

3.  Look at The House on Mango Street summer reading assignment.  Read the novella and
answer the Guided Reading questions.



A Reading about The House on Mango Street

The following notes (in quotes and italics) have been borrowed from
http://www.masconomet.org/teachers/trevenen/mango.html#Assignments. This
teacher has made some relevant points in his introduction notes for Mango Street,
and I think you’ll enjoy the comparisons he makes as he connects to well-known
stories and real life.

“Introduction: The Work

Sandra Cisneros constructs her work through a series of vignettes. A vignette is a short, well written
sketch or descriptive scene. It does not have a plot which would make it a story, but it does reveal
something about elements in it. It may reveal character, or mood or tone. It may have a theme or idea
of its own that it wants to convey. It is the description of the scene or character that is important. By
linking these vignettes, Cisneros attempts to reveal the life of a young girl, a daughter of Mexican
immigrants, growing up in the inner city of the United States. When all of the vignettes are told, the
reader gets a larger picture of the narrator, Esperanza, and the culture from which she springs.

Genre: Is This a Novel?

Is The House on Mango Street a novel? Well, maybe it is a novella. It is hard to categorize Cisneros'
work and just because we cannot does not mean that the work is in any way diminished. In fact, it may
enhance its reputation in many ways. Cisneros breaks the rules. She writes a work of fiction and she
does not follow the conventional rules of plot or form. Is it prose? Mostly, but there are certain
chapters which are sort of prose poems ("My Name" or "Geraldo No Last Name" or "Darius & the
Clouds"). Because she breaks the rules, Cisneros creates something new and it is up to you to decide if
what she has created speaks to you. Breaking the rules is important sometimes, especially when it
comes to art, science and creativity. It is why it is important to learn the rules in the first place. Learn
what has been done and what has worked well in the past. Learn to use all of the techniques and ideas
that others have devised and then you can put them together in new ways. It is a cliché, but we do
stand on the shoulders of giants. Experiment. Be brave. (Not everyone will like what you come up
with.) Learn the rules so that you know where they will take you.

Theme

The problem with teaching English is that the subject just doesn't get any respect. Not like the other
subjects in the courses of study. Look, take science. If you want to start with science, you take Earth
Science and then maybe you move on to Biology and then Chemistry and then Physics and then they
start combining things with Biochemistry and such. These must be important subjects because they
even have important names, don't they? And how about mathematics? Sure you start with addition and
subtraction and then multiplication and division, fractions, decimals, algebra, geometry, trigonometry
and calculus. They must be hard subjects if they have names that you don't even understand. They must
be important and you must be smart to master them. Isn't that logical? Then what about English?

English has set itself up to get no respect. First you learn your letters and then how to read and learn
how to write. When you get to high school you take English I and then English II and then English III
and finally you cap it off with English IV. It's the same stuff, right? What's the difference between
English I and English II? Longer books. The essays are longer. You learn more vocabulary words that
no one you know uses. Isn't that what most people think? Let me set you straight.

http://www.masconomet.org/teachers/trevenen/mango.html#Assignments


First, you are not done learning how to read. You have a long way to go. I know this because I know
that people have been sending you messages and you have not been getting them. They have been
flying over your head and you have been assuming that because you got some of the message, you
received all of it. You are mightily wrong on this point. Let me illustrate:

I want you to think of the story of Little Red Riding Hood. I will give you a few reminders, but I will not
tell you the story. 

● Little Red Riding Hood's mother packs her some goodies to take to grandmother's house.
● She starts on her way. 
● She meets the wolf. 
● She tells the wolf of her destination and purpose. 
● She is told of a shortcut. 
● The wolf goes to the house and takes care of the grandmother and replaces her. 
● Little Red Riding Hood is saved by a woodsman.

What messages were being sent to you? Did you get all of them? Let me point out a few by asking a
few questions. 

● What is Little Red Riding Hood's name?
● About how old would you say she is?
● Who would send a little girl out into the woods with wolves?
● What sex is the wolf?
● Is the wolf young or mature? (Don't tell me the story doesn't say. You know the answer.)
● Who saves Little Red Riding Hood?
● Why is the dominant color red?

No, I am not going to tell you the answers to any of these questions. That would spoil the fun. But you
are thinking about the story now, aren't you? What do you think the wolf represents? What do you think
the path through the woods represents? What do you think the shortcut is all about? (You are delving
into symbolism now. Be careful. You don't want to start sounding like an English teacher.) Why do you
think the women can't save themselves? What is the story telling young children? Do you agree with
the message? All of the answers and discussion that spring up because of the story and the questions
asked deal with theme.” Theme plays such an important role in all of the literature you read.

“This is just a small example of what the study of English is all about. Writers send messages. Cultures
send messages. Advertisers send messages.  Everybody sends messages. Intelligent and sophisticated
people send messages and they are not hidden messages. They are messages that they expect other
intelligent and sophisticated people to understand. Starting to feel challenged yet? You should.
Remember, Little Red Riding Hood was just a children's fable. Wait until you get to the adult stuff.
Understanding life, its meaning, and one's relationship to the universe is a big deal.” Figuring out
who you are and where you fit in is crucial during your teenage years, and these are the topics that
we’re discussing this year in freshmen English.

“Cisneros is sending you a message about what it is like for people growing up in the world.
Sometimes she wants to narrow some of the ideas down to a specific culture and a specific type of
person, but she also wants you to see that much of what she wants to show you is universal. She wants
you to see some of yourself in this book. To understand the lives of others is to gain understanding of
one's own life.” As you read, open your minds and your hearts.  This young protagonist is a teenager
just like you, and even though she comes from a different background, she is still a teenager facing the
same problems that you face. See Esperanza for who she is, a teenager struggling to fit into the world.



PROSE VS. POETRY and PROSE
POETRY/VIGNETTES

Prose vs Poetry
by Vivian Gilbert Zabel

“Prose has sentences arranged in paragraphs. The information presented is more pragmatic,
many times, than in poetry. Sentences in paragraphs of prose follow each other, one after the
other. The first word of each sentence is capitalized. Punctuation for both prose and poetry is
the same. The first line of each paragraph is indented. The language of prose is
straightforward, with less figurative language than poetry.

Poetry has a different form than prose. The appearance of poetry on the page or computer
screen is different, unique. Where prose has paragraphs, poetry has stanzas. Where prose
has sentences in a paragraph coming one after another, poetry divides into shorter lines, with
a phrase or group of words that join together on each line. In traditional poetry, the first word
of each line is capitalized. Some modern versions of poetry have only the first word of each
sentence capitalized as in prose. Indenting of lines depends on where the writer desires to
have indenting. Poetry is created with figurative language such as poetic devices.

Example of Prose and Poetry Versions

Prose version:
         A woman stands on a mountain top with the cold seeping into her body. She looks on
the valley below as the wind whips around her. She cannot leave to go to the peaceful beauty
below.
         In the valley, the sun shines from behind the clouds causing flowers to bloom. A breeze
sends quivers through the leaves of trees. The water gurgles in a brook. All the woman can
do is cry.

Poetry version

            The Woman on the Peak

         The woman stands upon the barren peak,
         Gazing down on the world beneath.
         The lonely chill seeps from the ground
         Into her feet, spreading, upward bound.
         The angry wind whistles ‘round her head,
         Whipping her hair into streaming snakes,
         While she watches, wishes, weakly wails.

         Beyond the mountain, sunshine peeks,
         Teasing flowers to survive and thrive.
         The breeze whispers through the leaves,
         Causing gentle quivers to sway the trees.
         Laughter gurgles as the splashing brook
         Playfully tumbles over rugged rocks,
         While the woman above can only grieve.”



(Borrowed from http://www.writing.com/main/view_item/item_id/662088)

What is prose poetry?

“It is a genre in the poetic spectrum between free verse and prose. It is distinguished by the poetic
characteristics of rhyme, repetition, compression of thought, sustained intensity, and patterned
structure, but is set on the page in a continuous sequence of sentences as in prose, without line breaks.”
(Borrowed from http://www.answers.com/topic/prose-poem)

An example of prose poetry:

“Four Skinny Trees” by Sandra Cisneros

“They are the only ones who understand me.  I am the only one who understands them.  Four
skinny trees with skinny necks and pointy elbows like mine.  Four who do not belong here but are
here.    Four raggedy excuses planted by the city.   From our room we can hear them, but Nenny just
sleeps and doesn’t appreciate these things.

Their strength is their secret.  They send ferocious roots beneath the ground.  They grow up and
they grow down and grab the earth between their hairy toes and bite the sky with violent teeth and
never quit their anger.  This is how they keep.”

What is a Vignette?

It is defined as a short, descriptive literary sketch that describes one scene or incident and gives a
particular insight into a character, idea, or setting.

http://www.answers.com/topic/prose-poem

